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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

THE WIND'S RESPONSE TO TRANSIENT MESOSCALE PRESSURE FIELDS 

ASSOCIATED WITH SQUALL LINES 

A simple one-dimensional slab model 逕 been developed to examine the wind's re

sponse to transient mesoscale pr這ure fields that frequently accompany mature midlati

tude squall lines. The model numerically solves a form of the momentum equation that 

includes the pressure gradient force, advection , and the frictional force. The Coriolis force 

臼 neglected since attention is focused on time periods of 1-2 hrs. The pressure field is 

specified by a sine wave with a constant phase speed. The amplitude of this wave is ini

tially zero, but then increases linearly with every timestep until t = 2 h口． At this t ime, 

the wave reaches its predetermined maximum amplitude. This pressure wave represents 

a mesohigh and wake low that have the same amplitude and phase speed. 

Since these features are transient, the air lacks sufficient time to achieve a balanced 

state. Therefore, winds are directed forward through the mesohigh , and rearward through 

the wake low, at right angles to the isobars. This airflow pattern p「oduces an axis of 

divergence to the rear of the mesohigh, with convergence occurring near the back edge of 

the wake low. The model is able to accurately simulate the airflow near these pressure 

features. Pressure waves with various maximum amplitudes and phase speeds are used in 

the model for the purpose of comparison. Model results vary slightly as the phase speed 

and maximum amplitude of the pressure wave is changed. Ai「 parcel trajectories are used 

to help explain these variations. 

Model results are compared to the observed airflow near the mesohigh and wake low 

associated with an intense squall line that moved through Oklahoma and Kansas on 10-11 
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」une 1985. The time period of interest is 0100--0400 UTC on the 11th of June, during 

which the 頭uall line, 鴟 well as the mesoscale pressure fields, reached their maximum 

intensity. Cro鷉 sections through the center of the mesohigh and wake low indicate that 

the pressure field w珥 roughly sinusoidal with an amplitude of approximately 2.5 mb. 

Therefore, model results obtained using a 2.5 mb maximum amplitude pressure wave are 

used for th臼 comparison. The model derived wind field is similar to the observed wind 

field in many respects. Differences can be attributed to 臨veral factors, one of which is 

the fact that the pressure field, specified in the model, is only an approximation to the 

ob蕊rved pressure field . 

Finally, a discussion of the frictional force 臼 presented . To 鷂呤珥 the relative impor

tance of the surface friction term, a scale analysis of the momentum equation is performed. 

This analysis shows that this term is only one order of magnitude smaller than the next 

smallest term in the momentum equation. Therefore, surface friction cannot be neglected. 

Slight variations in model results occur 辺 the magnitude of th臼 term varies. The ef

fects of momentum transport from above on the surface wind field are also discu豳ed . It 

appears that such transport 臼 only important near the leading convective line where co正

vective scale updrafts and downdrafts are occurring. Behind the convective line, the rain 

cooled air 口 much too stable, and the convective scale motion is too weak, for significant 

momentum transport into the boundary layer . 

. 1 .1 .1 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been known for many years that organized mesoscale convective systems 

(MCSs) , such as squall lines, can affect the surface pressure field . Frequently, distinct 

surface pressure features accompany the MCS in the form of mesohighs and mesolows 

(ahead of, and to the rear of, the mesohigh) . These features are often associated with 

strong pressure gradients. Pressure rises (falls) , at a particular location, may be 2-6 mb 

or more in as little as 5 min (Williams 1948, 1953) . 

To begin with, the mesohigh, which is generally located just to the rear of the leading 

edge of convection, has been well documented [e .g. Sawyer (1946), Byers and Braham 

(1949), Tepper (1950), Fujita (1955, 1959), Williams (1948, 1953), Pedgley (1962) , Fritsch 

and Chappell (1980), Stumpf {1988), and Johnson and Hamilton (1988)]. Fujita {1959) 

attributed the mesohigh to rainfall evaporation 皿d the melting of ice particles (hail) in 

convective downdrafts. The cooling due to evaporation 皿d melting produces hydrostati

cally higher pressures near the surface beneath the downdrafts. Fujita also mentions that 

part of the surf邸e pressure rise may be due to non-hydrostatic effects as well. Down

draft air striking the surface may cause slight rises in pressure. Earlier work by Schaffer 

(1947) indicates that the non-hydrostatic pressure rise is relatively small compared to the 

hydrostatic pressure increase. 

A mesolow is often found trailing the mesohigh . It is generally located at the back 

edge of where the strati form rain , in the rear portion of the squall line, reaches the ground. 

It usually develops well after the formation of the mesohigh during the mature to decaying 
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stages of the MCS.1 This feature h鴟 also been the subject of much study [ e.g. Brunk 

(1953), Fujita (1955), Williams (1953, 1954, 1963), Pedgley (1962), Fritch and Chappell 

(1980) , Koch and McCarthy (1982) Stumpf (1988), and Johnson and Hamilton (1988)]. 

Some of the early terminology referring to this low included "pressure pulsation" (Brunk, 

1953), "depression-type wave" (Tepper, 1950) and (Williams, 1954), and "wake depres

sion" (Fujita, 1955) . More recently, the name "wake low" has been given to this surface 

pressure feature . 

The dynamics that are necessary for the formation of the wake low are not fully 

understood, although evidence suggests that its presence is a result of strong subsidence 

warming at the rear of the squall line. Williams (1963) first demonstrated that subsidence 

warming can account for the pressure falls associated with the wake low. His study of a 

thunderstorm wake that occurred on 4 May 1961, revealed a warm dry airflow descending 

at the rear of the convective line. Williams, however, did not explain the mechanism that 

would cause such subsidence. Zip訳ir (1977) found anomalous low 9111 air above the mixed 

layer to the rear of several tropical squall lines. This air must have descended from a level 

(approximately 750 mb) where this 9111 was common. Zipser speculated that this air could 

enter the squall line from any direction. 

Recent studies suggest that this descending mid-level dry air enters the squall line 

from the rear. This rear-inflow jet has been observed in a number of squall lines studied 

by Smull and Houze (1987) . Rutledge et al. (1988) studied the structure of an intense 

squall line occurring on 10-11 June 1985 (the surface pressure features associated with 

this squall line will be examined in this study) with single Doppler radar data. Their 

analysis indicated that a strong rear-inflow jet was present with this convective system 

for several hours. The i呻ow entered the storm at about 10 km above sea level, and 

eventually descended below the melting level (0°C) as it entered the stratiform region of 

the squall line. F igure 1.1 displays this process schematically. Johnson and Hamilton 

1 Often meeolowa a.re found a.he辺 of the squall line, hence the name pre-四ua.11 meaolow. Thia feature 
ia not directly related to this study. Therefore, it i氬 not diecuued in the text . For more information on 
this feature , see Johnson 訌d Hamilton (1988). 
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Figure 1.1: A schematic cross section through the stratiform portion of an MCS (from 
Johnson and Hamilton, 1988). 
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{1988) believe that the wake low is a surface manifestation of the rear-inflow jet. As the 

jet descends, warming and drying occur. The maximum warming and drying is observed 

at a height of about 1 km, at the back edge of the stratiform rain area. The greatest 

P「essure reduction, due to hydrostatic effects, occurs at this location. As the rear-inflow 

jet penetrates the stratiform rain area, warming and drying {hence pressure reduction) 

diminishes as evaporative cooling increases. 

It is speculated that the driving force for this rear-inflow jet is a mesolow at mid

levels in the stratiform region of the MCS. In a numerical study, Brown {1979) noticed 

the formation of a pronounced mid-level mesolow in the stratiform portion of the MCS. 

This low is attributable to latent heating aloft in the trailing anvil and evaporative cooling 

at lower levels as p「ecipitation falls through a subsaturated environment . The pressure 

gradient associated with this low could be r蕊ponsible for the development of rear-inflow 

into the system. 

The surface airflow in the vicinity of these pressure fields is highly ageostrophic. 

Williams {1954) noticed that the winds near these features did not conform to the pressure 

gradient . Winds were observed to blow at right angles to the isobars. Fujita (1955) 

developed a schematic of the surface pressure and wind fields observed during the mature 

stage of a squall line. This is displayed in Fig. 1.2. The instantaneous airflow is directed 

forward through the mesohigh with a diffluence axis located to the rear of the high center. 

A wake low (or wake depression) is found to the rear of the mesohigh with air converging in 

its center. Observations of Johnson and Hamilton (1988), suggest a flow that is somewhat 

different . Their observations are presented in Fig. 1.3. The air flow associated with the 

mesohigh is the same as Fujita's. However, in the case of the wake low, air is not converging 

in its center. The instantaneous airflow is directed rearward through the wake low with 

a confluence axis near the back edge of this pressure feature. The ageostrophic flow near 

these pressure fields result from their transient nature {Garratt and Physick, 1983) . Since 

these features are unsteady, (i.e., thei「 pressure gradients are not in a steady-state) air 

does not have sufficient time to attain geostrophic balance. Therefore, an airflow, normal 

to the isobars, towards low pre認ure results . However, since these features are moving, the 
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Figure 1.3: Surface pressure and wind fields, along with precipitation distribution, during 
the mature stage of a midlatitude squall line {from Johnson and Hamilton, 1988) . 
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instantaneous wind field shows an airflow towards higher pressure for a short distance to 

the rear of the mesohigh and wake low axes.2 It takes time for air parcels , once located 

to the rear of the mesohigh or wake low, to decelerate and reverse directions. During this 

time, the pressure system h囧 moved downstream. 

Garratt and Physick (1983) studied mesoscale pressure features that occur with con

vective systems over southern Australia through the use of a one-dimensional slab model 

similar to the one used by Mahrt (1974) . The slab model is advantageous to a more 

complicated model, in some respects, since realistic results can be obtained without the 

inclusion of stress parameterizations. Although the use of this model eliminates the ver

tical structure of the boundary layer, for a relatively thin layer of atmosphere, the slab 

model should produce layer-averages that are representative of the flow at a given level. 

This is the case when the low-level vertical wind shear is weak . One might expect strong 

vertical wind shear with these pressure features . However, Garratt and Physick indicate 

that significant shear does not have time to develop since these features are transient . 

The model they used essentially solved a form of the momentum equation that in

eluded the pressure gradient force and friction . They assumed that there w邸 no y variation 

in surface properties. Therefore, the vector form of the momentum equation reduced to an 

equation that could be used to solve for the u-component . The model derived wind field 

resembled the observed winds associated with these pressure features . However, a serious 

limitation of Garratt and Physick 's study is their neglect of horizontal advection in the 

momentum equation. They argued that advection was small compared to the pressure 

gradient force and therefore could be neglected. A scale analysis presented in chapter 8 

will show that neglecting the advection term is unjustifiable for these pressure features 

since its magnitude may, in some cases , be equivalent to the pressure gradient force. 

For this study, a one dimensional slab model has been developed that is similar to 

(but developed independently from) the one discussed in Garratt and Physick (1983) . The 

1It will be shown in chapter 4 that this distance is proportional to the phase speed of the preaaure 
disturbance. 
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model is used to examine the wind's response to a transient mesoscale pressure wave. This 

wave is sinusoidal and represents the mesohigh wake low couplets that are often associated 

with mature midlatitude squall lines. The model is run using pressure waves with different 

amplitudes and phase speeds, to determine how the wind field varies with faster (slower) 

moving and more (less) intense pressure fields. Air parcel trajectories are constructed 

through these pressure waves to help explain the airflow pattern displayed in Fig. 1.3. 

They are also used to explain the variations in the airflow that result when using pressure 

waves with different amplitudes and phase speeds in the model. 

Model derived wind fields are compared to the wind fields associated with a mesohigh 

and wake low that occurred in conjunction with an intense squall line, with a trailing 

stratiform region, that moved through Oklahoma and Kansas on 10-11 June 1985. The 

squall line moved through the OK PRE-STORM (Oklahoma-Kansas Preliminary Regional 

Experiment for STORM-central) data network. This field experiment, conducted in May 

and June 1985, provided an excellent data set to study the evolution and structure of 

mesoscale convective syste血. Surface observations had a spatial and temporal resolution 

of 50 km and 5 min respectively. These space and time scales were small enough to study 

the mesohigh and wake low, as well as, the airflow associated with these pressure features. 

It will be shown that the model derived wind and divergence fields are similar to those 

observed with this particular MCS. 

The relative importance of the frictional force 臼 determined through a scale analysis 

of the momentum equation. The model's sensitivity to surface friction is also discussed by 

examining results with various magnitudes of this term. Finally, a term due to momentum 

transport at the model layer top is added to the momentum equation, to determine the 

role, if any, of momentum transfer in determining the wind field near these pre蕊ure fields . 



Chapter 2 

THEORY AND NUl\fERICAL METHODS 

2.1 The momentum equation 

The momentum equation can be written 邳

dV 1 

dt 
—= - 20 xv - - Vp +g + F , , (2 .1) 

where boldface type indicates a vector quantity. The first term on the right-hand-side 

(RHS) of (2 .1) represents the Coriolis force with O being the earth's rotation rate. The 

second, third, and fourth terms are the pre譴ure gradient force, gravity, and the frictional 

forcer國pectively. Equation (2.1) can be written in component form to yield individual 

equations in u, v, and w. 

In the model, a coordinate system bas been adopted such that u is the component of 

the wind normal to the axis of the me吣scale pressure fields under investigation (negative 

u indicating flow from the e邱 and positive from the west) . Using the Bou函nesq approx

imation, a vertically integrated form of (2 .1) for a shallow layer near the earth 's surface 

can be written 囧：

a% 1 半 1 (H 了＝－電－ V11m · Vu"'+/% + 万 f。 Fdz , (2 .2) 

where / = 20sin</), and F , the friction term = - /;活瓦 The subscript m denotes 

vertically integrated values, the subscript h refers to the horizontal wind components (u 

and v), H represents the depth of the pressure disturbance, overbar refers to a horizontal 

average and prime the deviation from that average. 

A few assumptions are made to obtain (2 .2) . First , the horizontal eddy flux conver

gence of momentum(－立示i －立舌') is considered small compared to a -lzu'u', --/v) －五u'w'and is 
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therefore neglected. Also, since w"'is small near the earth's surf紀e, w"'~ is smaller 

than the other advective terms and it too is neglected. 

Since these pressure fields are quasi-two dimensional with the line-normal velocities 

(u) much larger than the line-parallel velocities (v), 鳴＜＜遼 and can be neglected. 

庫o, the Coriolis force (Iv) can be eliminated since attention will be focused on 邸celer

ations over a 1-2 hour period, which is le鴟 than the time scale for the Coriolis force (j) 

for midlatitudes. With these additional assumptions, the momentum equation can now 

be written (omitting the subscript m) : 

au 1 ap 邲 1 (H 沅＝－尹一 U云十計:n Fdz . (2 .3) 

This equation was used to calculate u in the model and will be expressed in finite difference 

form, excluding the friction term, in Section 2.3. The friction term will be expanded in 

Section 3.4. Equation (2 .3) is essentially the same as the equation developed by Garratt 

and Physick (1983), except that horizontal advection is included. 

2.2 Finite differencing 

Numerical techniqu蟬 are often employed to approximate the solutions to non-linear 

partial differential equations such as (2 .3). Up until the mid 1950's, when the spec

tral method was developed, finite differencing w罈 used exclusively in numerical weather 

prediction (see Silberman 1954, Kubota 1959, and Ellsaesser 1966 for discu函on of the 

spectral method) . Advantages of the finite difference method over the spectral method 

include easy computer coding and conceptual simplicity (Pielke, 1984). For these re邸ons,

the finite difference approach, rather than the spectral method, was used in this study to 

approximate {2.3) . 

2.3 Finite difference schemes 

In a finite difference scheme derivatives are replaced by finite differences to produce 

an equation that can be solved algebraically. The first few. terms in the Taylor series 

expansion are used to develop finite differences in the following manner: 
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6.x2 _..... 6.x3 
f(x + 6.x) = f(x) + f'(x)6.x + f"(x)—+/"'(X)— 2 3!' 

A丑 Az'
f(x - 6x) = f(x) - J'(x)6x + J"(x)—-/"'(X)— 2 3 ! . 

Using the first 3 terms on the RHS of (2.4a) and solving for f'(x) yields: 

!'(x) = f(x + ~x) - f(x) /"(x)~x 
~x 2 · 

(2 .4a) 

(2.4b) 

{2.5) 

Dropping the second term in (2 .5) yields the forward difference scheme whose truncation 

巴 Thierror~ -~. This scheme is considered to be first order accurate or O(~x) . 2 

Subtr邸ting (2.4b) from (2.4a) produces the centered difference scheme which is 認

follows: 

!'(x) = /(Z+Az) - /(Z- Az),II^£ -/—. 
2Az6 

() Again, dropping the second term in (2.6) produces a truncation error ~－／一－"'^£ 
6' 

makes the centered difference equation second order accurate or O(Ax2) .3 

(2.6) 

which 

At first glance it would seem that the forw訌d difference scheme would be the most 

logical appro紀h to time differencing. However, it was just shown that the centered dif

ference scheme produces a higher degree of accuracy with little increase in complexity. 

Another detriment to the forw訌d scheme is that this method is unconditionally unstable. 

It has been shown by Thompson (1961) and Pielke (1984) that the solutions to a forward 

difference scheme 訌e always amplifying with time, regardless of the time step and grid 

spacing used. 

For these reasons, forw訌d time differen~ing was not used in this study. Instead 

the momentum equation was approximated using a centered in time, which is called the 

leapfrog scheme, as well as centered in space, finite difference equation (FDE). T he follow

ing equation is the FDE analogous to (2 .3) : 

3For a complete di11cu111ion of finite difference 11cheme11 and how they are derived, 11ee Haltiner and 
William11 (1980) . 
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At1 2At H 
ut+l = ut一 1 - ~[~園－森）十 ut（心－心）］十 Tf。 Fdz . (2 .7) 

Here the index k refers to time, while i refers to space. This equation was coded in the 

model to predict u. 

2.4 Filtering of the computational mode 

Although the leapfrog 紀heme is considered more accurate than the forward time 

scheme, it is not without flaws. Equation (2 .3) is first order in time, but (2 .7) , which 

approximates (2.3), is second order in time. This causes a non- physical, or computational, 

mode to appear in the solution of the FDE. The computational mode "contaminatetl'the 

true solution (i.e. the physical mode) by propagating in the opposite direction of the t rue 

wave solution. This mode also changes sign with every time step. 

To eliminat.e the computational mode, a time filter must be applied. Asselin (1972) 

discussed a filter that quickly removes the computational mode from solutions derived 

from the leapfrog scheme. The equation for this filter 罈 it was used in this study is: 

吐＝ Uk + 0.51,1 [uk一 1 一 2uk + uk+ 1] , (2.9) 

where k, once again, is the time index, Ue 臼 the corrected u component , and II is the filter 

parameter. This filter was used at every time step. 



Chapter 3 

MODEL OF TRANSIENT PRESSURE DISTURBANCES ASSOCIATED 

WITH SQUALL LINES 

3.1 Model description 

A simple model h珥 been developed to examine the wind's response to a transient 

pressure wave moving at a constant phase speed. The model essentially predicts u from 

(2 .7) . Horizontal divergence was then calculated from the u field . As mentioned in section 

2.1, Wm悟 is neglected, therefore the solution to (2.7) essentially gives a mean wind 

(u) in a layer of atmosphere with depth H . This depth w鴟 assumed to be the pressure 

disturbance depth, which was set at 500 meters when comparing model results with the 

observations of 10-11 June. H appears in the expression for the friction term in (2.2). 

Thus 珥 H varies, so does friction . Chapter 8 discusses the model 's sensitivity to various 

magnitudes of the friction term. 

3.2 Model parameters 

3.2.1 Grid spacing, time step, and computatfonal 吐ability

Choosing a grid spacing is somewhat arbitrary, but the spacing must be small enough 

to resolve the features that are being modeled. In this case, as will be shown in the 

next chapter, strong gradients of u and divergence were present in the model results . 

Therefore, a relatively small grid spacing of 5 km was used to get adequate resolution of 

these features. Also, Haltiner and Williams (1980) state that the solution to the FOE will 

approach the true solution when ¥- « 1, where A is the wavelength of the disturbance 

under investigation. This expression simply states that A should span several gridpoints. 

It makes sense that the more gridpoints used to describe the disturbance, the better the 
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resolution, which should yield a closer approximation to the true solution. Figures 3.1-

3.4 display cross sections of pressure in one hour intervals from 0100--0400 UTC on the 

11th. These cross sections were cho尹 so that they would intersect both the mesohigh 

and wake low. The zero line in pressure perturbation was found by averaging the highest 

pressure in the mesohigh and the lowest pressure in the wake low. The figure indicates 

that the pressure disturbance had a wavelength of approximately 200 km, especially early 

in the period, and, roughly,a sinusoidal shape. For these reasons, the pressure wave in the 

model was sinusoidal with a wavelength of 200 km. This combination of ~x and A gives 

A:r: 
a 一 = .025 which satisfies the condition of Haltiner and Williams (1980) . 

Once a grid sp紀ing is determined , a time step must be chosen. Courant et al. (1928) 

discovered that the time step and grid sp紀ing can not be cho認n independently. Instead, 

the following expression must be true to guarantee computational stability : 

6.t 
C一
Az < 1 ' (3 .1) 

where c is the speed of the fastest wave permitted in the model. This can be up to 300 

ms一 1 if sound and gravity waves are permitted. In this model, however, sound waves are 

not permitted since density is a constant. Gravity waves are not permitted either since 

vertical motion is not predicted. Therefore, the fastest speed permitted by the model is 

the highest value of u generated. For all model runs the maximum u was less than 25 m 

s一 1 . This combination of maximum speed, grid spacing, and timestep satisfy (3 .1). 

3.2.2 Lateral boundary conditions 

Boundary conditions were not that critical either, since data was taken from the center 

portion of the grid only. Since the model was run for only a short time, it is doubtful that 

any disturbance initiated at the boundary would have sufficient time to enter the center 

of the grid . 

Nonetheless, a simple boundary condition was applied. It was assumed that the 止

component one gridpoint from the boundary was the average of the u- component at the 

gridpoints on either side. This can be expressed for the left boundary as follows : 
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us +u1 
U2 = 2, (3.2) 

where u1 = the u-component at the left boundary. Since u, and us are solved directly in 

the model, (3.2) can be solved for u1 so that 

u1 = 2u2 一 us. (3.3) 

A similar extrapolation w珥 applied at the right boundary. 

3.3 Treatment of the pressure field 

AB mentioned in the previous section (see fig . 3.1-3.4), the pressure wave associated 

with the 10-11 June MCS resembled a sine wave with a wavelength of approximately 200 

km. The wave's amplitude w珥 somewhat variable, but averaged 2-3 mb. The amplitude 

of the pressure wave in the model w珥 initially set to zero, but then w珥 increased linearly 

to 2.5 mb at t = 2 h記 The function that describes the pressure at a gridpoint is: 

2, 
P = amplitude• sin[了{z - ct)], (3.4) 

where c = phase speed of the pressure disturbance, L = the wavelength of the pressure 

wave, and z = gridpoint's position relative to the pressure wave. 

The phase speed of the pressure wave was determined from the argument that the 

mesohigh, which is a reflection of the cold pool associated with the thunderstorm down

draft, is a type of density current. Simpson (1966), Simpson et al. {1977), and Charba 

(1974) first made this hypothesis. These studies, however, were inconclusive due to insuf

ficient data. 

Wakimoto (1982) was able to improve upon these studies by using data from Project 

NIMROD (Northern Illinois Meteorological Research on Downburst) which was con

ducted during the spring of 1978. He concluded that the movement of the gust front, and 

'Other runs were made with maximum amplitudes of 1.5 and 3.5 mb and will be discussed in chapter 
4. 
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therefore the mesohigh, could be predicted accurately by the equation governing density 

current motion. The equation for density current speed used by Wakimoto is: 

V = k 伍与芒）½ ' (3 .5) 

where g = gravity, d = depth of the outflow, Pc = mean density in the cold air, p111 = 
mean density in the warm air, and k = the internal Froude number. A problem with this 

equation is that rawindsonde data is required to find d and to calculate Pc and p叭

Seitter (1986) developed a new equation describing density current motion that in

eludes only surface parameters and is as follows: 

V=k （芝） 0 .5' (3 .6) 

where Llp = the difference in surface pre蕊ure between the density current and the envi

ronment, and p., = density at the surface in the warm air ahead of the density current. 

To determine the value of k, Seitter applied (3 .6) to 20 gust fronts whose 帥ase speed was 

known. From these observations, the best value for k =. 79. Using this value of k, a Llp 

= 5 mb, which is the pressure difference between the axis of the mesohigh and wake low, 

and a p., = 1.2 kg m-3, giv國 `density current speed of 16.3 m s一 1 . This speed is nearly 

identical to the speed of the convective line (and thus the mesohigh) over Oklahoma for 

the 10-11 June MCS. 

3.4 Frictional force 

The equation describing the friction term in the model is: 

汀HFdz = - @ |u| u 一戸
H o H H' 

(3 .7) 

where the first term on the RHS of (3 .7) represents a surface drag, with Cv being the 

drag coefficient. The second term represents the momentum flux at the top 。f the model. 

Newton (1950) has shown that in squall lines systerr這， vertical ~ransport of momentum in 

convective scale downdrafts can contribute significantly to the surface winds . This term 
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W珥 neglected in most of the model runs, but it w珥 included in a sensitivity test to assess 

its relative importance. Results using the full friction equation are discussed in chapter 8. 

The drag coefficient (CD) varies with surface roughness and static stability. Rougher 

surfaces generally cause more intense turbulence which increases the drag. Also, frictional 

drag increases with decreasing static stability since a statically unstable atmosphere is 

conducive to turbulence. AB a first approximation to the drag coefficient, the expression 

for Cd under statically neutral conditions (CDN) is: 

CvN = k2 ［／是）「，
Z。

(3 .8) 

where z。 =roughness length , and le= von Karman constant. The value of le has not been 

agreed upon, but most believe that it is in the range of .35 - .4 {Stull , 1988) . T he height 

{z) at which this equation applies is also a subject of discussion . Lavoie {1972) calculated 

drag coefficients at z = 50 m. Instrument shelters measure temperature and moisture at 

2 m, whereas surface winds are routinely measured at a slightly greater height . A value 

of z = 10 m is often used when calculating drag coefficients. 

Equation {3 .8) was used to calculate a drag coefficient for the model with z = 10 

m, and le = .4. Since the terrain in the PRE-STORM network consists primarily of 

plains, a roughness length (z。)for this type of surface was used. Panofsky and Dutton 

{1984) give a z。 of . 01 m for fairly level grass plains and .1 m for farmland which yield 

a CDN = 3.35 x 10-3 and 7.54 x 10- 3 respectively. A value between these ranges of 

5 x 10-3 was used in the model. As mentioned earlier, {3.8) applies for neutral static 

stability. Actually conditions behind the convective line are stable {see figure 8.1), thus 

the drag coefficient may be less than what was calculated. Chapter 8 discusses results 

with v訌ious smaller drag coefficients. 



Chapter 4 

MODEL RESULTS 

In this chapter, results obtained from the numerical model described in chapter 3, are 

discussed . The model w誣 run with pressure waves with maximum amplitudes of 1.5, 2.5, 

and 3.5 mb. All three pressure waves had wavelengths of 200 km. Using this information 

in (3 .6) yields phase speeds of 12.6, 16.3, and 19.3 m 戸 respectively. The phase speed 

of each wave was assumed constant with time in every case . This is a valid assumption 

for application to the 10-11 June squall line since the motion of the initiating convective 

line was, to a large extent, dictated by an advancing upper-level trough. This trough 

moved eastward at a nearly constant speed of 15 m s-1 . It is also important to note, once 

again , that the amplitude of the pressur~ wave was initially set to zero and then increased 

linearly with every timestep until the wave reached its maximum amplitude at t = 120 

min . 庫o, the background, or environmental , pressure gradient was assumed to be flat . 

Therefore, the initial u field was set to zero. For the results di紀ussed in this chapter, H, 

the depth of the p「essure disturbance, was 500 m, and the drag coefficient, Cd,= 5 x 10-3 _ 

Results using the 2.5 mb pressure wave are di紀US巫 in detail in the next section since 

this wave closely resembles the speed and amplitude of the pressure wave associated with 

the 10-11 June MCS . Results from the other two pressure waves will be compared to the 

2.5 mb wave to determine how the wind field responds to a pressure wave with a higher 

(lower) amplitude and, therefore, a higher (lower) phase speed. Several trends are revealed 

when comparing model results using the different amplitude pre認ure waves . A possible 

explanation for each of these trends is presented. 
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4.1 Model results with a 2.5 mb pressure wave 

Figures 4.1-4.4 display model results at time t = 30, 60, 90, and 120 min for a 

pressure wave with a maximum amplitude of 2.5 mb. Each figure consists of two parts: 

part a is a plot· of pressure and u- component, while part b is a plot of pressure and 

divergence. The abscissa 臼 distance in km and is provided to determine the separation 

or phase shift of the maximum u-component (positive and negative), divergence, and 

convergence relative to the mesohigh and wake low axes. 

To begin with, Fig. 4.1 shows that at t = 30 min, maximum positive u-components 

(i.e. the strongest west winds) are slightly 匾 than 1.5 ms一1 and are located ahead 

of the mesohigh and to the rear of the wake low. A maximum negative u-component 

(i .e. the strongest east wind) of 1.5 m s一 1 臼 found 40 km ahead of the wake low. The 

maximum divergence (negative convergence) at this time is occurring well to the rear of 

the wake low, with a secondary maximum 10 km to the rear of the mesohigh. Maximum 

convergence is occurring well ahead of the mesohigh along the simulated gust front, while 

an area of weaker convergence is located to the rear of the wake low. 

At t = 60 min (Fig. 4.2), the maximum wind speeds are now greater in response 

to the amp I if ying pressure wave. The strongest west winds are now approaching 5 m s一 1

ahead of the mesohigh and to the rear of the wake low. The strongest e邱 winds are 5.2 

ms一1 at a location 27.5 km ahead of the wake low. Notice that west winds now extend 

15 km behind the mesohigh center, and that east winds are found 20 km to the rear of the 

wake low. This indicates that, in the model, the instantaneous airflow is directed forward 

through the mesohigh and rearward through the wake low. The maximum divergence, at 

this time, is greater behind the mesohigh than to the rear of the wake low. Likewise, the 

maximum convergence is now located to the rear of the wake low, rather than along the 

gust front . The values of maximum divergence and convergence are roughly equivalent at 

this t ime. 

By t = 90 min (Fig. 4.3) west winds of nearly 8 m s一 1 are occurring 17.5 km ahead of 

the mesohigh and well to the rear of the wake low. East winds are strongest 20 km ahead 

of the wake low. West winds now extend 22.5 km to the rear of the mesohigh center, 
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Figure 4.1: Model a.) pressure perturbation (mb) (curve P) and u-component (ms一 1)

(curve U), and b.) pressure and divergence x 104 s一 1 (curve D) for a pressure wave with 
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while negative components extend 27.5 km to the rear of the 可alee low. The maxinmm 

divergence to the rear of the mesohigh has increased, and 五 now located 25 km to the rear 

of the high center. The convergenc~ to the rear of the wake low h珥 more than doubled 

in the 匾t 30 min 面th a maximum value of 4.76 x 10-• 言一1 located 37.5 km to the rear 

of the low center. 

Finally, at t = 120 min (Fig. 4.4), the pressure wave has reached its maxinmm 

amplitude of2.5 mb. The strongest westerly winds are found 7.5 km ahead of the mesohigh. 

They are now approximately the same magnitude 罈 the strongest easterly winds, which 

are 12.5 km ahead of the 面ke low. After th口 time, the west winds ahead of the mesohigh 

became stronger than the east winds ahead of the wake low (An explanation for the 

development of stronger west winds 臼 diacwssed later in th這 chapter) . West winds still 

extend 22.5 km to the rear of the mesohigh, and east winds n函 extend 37.5 km behind 

the wake low. The maximum divergence 這 located 22.5 km to the rear of the mesohigh, 

and the maximum convergence is found 4 7.5 km behind the wake low. 

In summary, wind speeds increased throughout the model run 辺 the pressure wave 

amplified and the wind had time to accelerate. The maximum divergence and convergence 

increased as the gradient of u-component strengthened 面th time. West wi祉｀｀ere found 

both ahead of and slightly to the rear of the mesohigh. Likewise, e珥t winds were located 

ahead of and to the rear of the ｀吐e lo可． The distance that west winds extended to 

the rear of the mesohigh increased with time to 25 km (or 1/8 of the wavelength of the 

pressure wave), at t = 90 min, then remained nearly constant until the model offset time 

at t = 150 min. The east winds, however, extended farther behind the w吐e low center 

面th each succ國霆ive tim國tep. The maximum divergence (convergence) was located near 

the point where west (east) winds terminated at the rear of the mesohigh (wake low) . 

This 臼 expected since the maximum divergence should occur near the location that winds 

shift from west to e珥t , while the maximum convergence should be found near the point 

where winds shift from east to w函．

4.2 Comparison of results with dlff'erent amplitude pressure waves 

Table 4.1 displays model results for a 1.5 mb maximum amplitude pressure wave. 
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Table 4.1: Model results for the 1.5 mb maximum amplitude pressure wave."+" indicates 
that the pressure maximum (minimum) leads the parameter in question , and "-" indicates 

that it t rails . 

TIME I PRESSURE IMAX WESTERLY MAX 邙STERLY MAX DIVG . MAX CONV. 
(MIN) I AMPLITUDE I COMPONENT COMPONENT ,.10000 "10000 

I (mb) I (m/s) (m/s) (1/s) (1/s) 

30 .38 . 8 . 9 . 48 .50 

60 .75 2. 9 3 . 3 1.07 1. 28 

90 1.13 5. 6 6.3 1. BO 2.78 

120 1. so 8.2 8 . 7 2 . 46 5.92 

SEPARATION(km) OF THE FOLLOWING: 

TIME ! PRESSURE DIV . I PRESSURE CONV. I PRESSURE WESTERLY ! PRESSURE EASTERLY 
(MIN) I vs . I vs . l vs. I vs. 

I MAX MAX I MIN MAX I MAX MAX I MIN MAX 

30 +10 . 0 +10 . 0 一27 . 5 l 一40.0

l 
60 +17 . 5 +15.0 一 22 . 5 I -35.0 

I 
90 +17 . 5 +27.5 一 22.5 I -25 . 0 

120 +20.0 +40.0 一 20.0 一 17 . 5

AVG . +16 . 3 +2 3 . 1 一23 .l 一29 . 4
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The upper portion of this table lists the amplitude, the maximum westerly and e珥terly

component, the maximum divergence, and the maximum convergence associated with the 

pressure wave at t = 30, 60, 90, and 120 min. The lo頤~r part of this table lists the various 

phase shifts discussed in the previous section. At certain tim國 the maximum convergence 

and divergence in the data field were not associated with the 冑ake low and mesohigh 

respectively. However, when measuring the phase shift, distanc這｀ere measured from 

the center of the mesohigh (wake low) to the local maximum in divergence (convergence) 

located to the rear of these pressure fields. Table 4.2 and 4.3 are identical to table 4.1, 

except that they show 「esults for pressure wav國 with maximum amplitudes of 2.5 and 3.5 

mb respectively. 

These tables indicate the following trends: 

1. The maximum wind speeds (from thee珥t and the west) increase 珥 the phase speed 

(and hence the maximum amplitude) of the preaaure wave increases. 

2. The maxi血m divergence to the rear of the mesohigh follows the same pattern as 

the wind speed. 

3. The maximum convergence to the rear of the 可ake 1函 increases with pressure 

wave phase speed through 90 min. At 120 min, this pattern reverses as maximum 

convergence becomes associated with the 1.5 mb pr蛔ure wave. 

4. The maximum e珥terlies are found ahe函 of the wake low. Thia maximum shifts 

closer to the wake low as the phase speed of the pre88Ure 可ave increases. 

5. The maximum westerlies show the same general pattern, expressed in (4) with the 

m蛔high, but with somewhat greater variability. 

6. The separation between the mesohigh and divergence maximum, as well as the wake 

l面 and convergence maximum, increase with increasing phase speed. 
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Table 4.2: Same as Table 4.1, except for the 2.5 mb pressure wave. 

TI!1E I PRESSURE IMAX 霏STERLY MAX EASTERLY MAX DIVG . MAX CONV. 
(MIN) I AMPLITUDE l COMPONENT COMPONENT *10000 *10000 

l (mb) l (m/s) (m/s) (1/s) (1/s) 

- - - 30 . 62 1.3 1.5 .47 I .73 

60 l. 25 4. 4 5.2 1.52 1. 91 

90 1. 87 7.2 8 . 9 2 . 47 4 . 76 

120 2.50 10.9 11 . 5 3 .18 5 . 76 

SEPARATION(lcm) OF THE FOLLOWING: 

TIME ! PRESSURE DIV. I PRESSURE CONV . I PRESSURE 霏STERLY ! PRESSURE EASTERLY 
(MIN) I VS. l vs . l vs . I vs . 

I MAX MAX I MIN MAX I MAX MAX I MIN MAX 

30 +10 . 0 +10 . 0 一27 . 5 一 40 . 0

60 +17 . 5 +25.0 一 17 . 5 一 27 . 5

90 +25 . 0 +37 . 5 一 1 7 .5 一2 0 . 0

120 +22 . 5 +47.5 一 17 . 5 一 17.5

AVG. +18.8 +30 . 0 一20 . 0 一 26 . 3
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Table 4.3: Same as Table 4.1, except for the 3.5 mb pressure wave. 

TIME I PRESSURE IMAX WESTERLY MAX EASTERLY_I_MAX DIVG. MAX CONV. 
(MIN) I AMPLITUDE I COMPONENT COMPONENT I *10000 *10000 

l (ml:>) I (m/s) (m/s) I (1/s) (1/s) 

3 O . 88 l. 9 2.1 .81 .92 

60 1. 75 5.6 6.8 1. 98 2 . 66 

90 2 . 21 9 . 1 10 . 8 2.96 5 . 72 

120 3 . 50 13 . 6 13 . 5 3 . 84 5 . 36 

SEPARATION (km} OF THE FOLLOWING: 

TIME ! PRESSURE DIV . I PRESSURE CONV. I PRESSURE 哪STERLY !PRESSURE 珥STERLY

(MIN} I vs. l vs. I vs. I vs . 
I MAX MAX I MIN MAX I M認 MAX l MIN MAX 

30 +7 .5 +10.0 一27.5 一40.0

60 +20.0 +30 . 0 一17.5 一25 . 0

90 +25 . 0 +40.0 一 15 . 0 一12.5

120 +25 . 0 +45 . 0 一20 . 0 一10 . 0

AVG . +19 . 4 +31.3 一20.0 一21. 9 
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4.3 Explanation of trends 

In this section a possible explanation for each of the trends is presented. A program 

has been developed to track an air parcel through the mesoscale pressure waves used in 

the model. Air parcel trajectories are used to help explain the variability in the wind and 

divergence fields that arise when using different amplitude pressure waves. 

First , trend 1 is explainable since the amplitude of the pressure wave increases with 

increasing 袖ase speed. A higher amplitude p「oduces a stronger pressure gradient, which 

increases the wind speed. Although the maximum wind speeds are greater with a higher 

amplitude pressure wave, they are not as great as one might first expect . For example , at 

t = 120 min (refer to tables 4.2 and 4.3), the maximum easterly component with the 3.5 

mb wave is only 2 ms一 1 greater than that associated with the 2.5 mb (16.3 m 戸） wave .

The reason for only a slight increase in wind speed is due to the higher phase speed (19 .3 

ms一 1) of the 3.5 mb wave. Air parcels were tracked through these two pressure waves 

from the mesohigh center at t = 10 min , until they reached the center of the wake low. In 

thi 1s region ． 牡 ·
az is positive and is therefore a favorable region for air parcels to accelerate 

towards the west . Both parcels initially had zero velocity. In the case of the 16.3 m s一 1

wave, the parcel had a residence time of 84 min in the favorable pressure gradient . Upon 

exiting this gradient , the parcel had attained a speed of -8.3 m s一 1 (negative implies from 

the east) . The parcel moved through the same region of the 19.3 m 户 wave in only 72 

min, attaining a speed of -8 .6 ms一 1 . This information shows that the higher amplitude 

wave caused the parcel to obtain a higher speed . However, the parcel was located in a 

region favorable for acceleration for a shorter period of time. Therefore , the parcel speed 

in the 3.5 mb wave was only slightly greater than that in the 2.5 mb wave. 

Trends 2 and 3 state that the divergence and convergence fields follow the same 

pattern (except for the convergence at 120 min which will be addressed separately) as 

the wind speed. This observation makes physical sense. As the maximum wind speeds 

increase, the wind speed gradient strengthens. A stronger wind speed gradient will increase 

the divergence and convergence. 
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The reversal in the convergence maximum, explained in trend 3, is a result of the 

relatively strong west winds that build up near the back edge of the wake low associated 

with the 1.5 mb pressure wave. Figure 4.5 shows that, for this wave, west winds are 

reaching 8 m 戸 near the back edge of the wake low, while Fig. 4.6 indicates that the 

highest westerly wind to the rear of the wake low, in the 3.5 mb wave, is only 7.4 m s-1. 

The slightly higher wind velocity to the rear of the wake low, in the 1.5 mb wave, produces 

a wind speed gradient that locally exceeds the maximum gradient found at the rear of the 

low in the 3.5 mb wave. This produces slightly higher maximum convergence values. 

To explain the stronger west winds near the back edge of the wake low in the lower 

amplitude wave, air parcels were followed through each wave from the center of the wake 

low, at t = 60 min, until the parcel reached the flat pressure gradient 50 km to the rear. In 

蛭 ．this region, ~ is negative, and is therefore a favorable region for an eastward acceleration az 

of parcels. The initial parcel speeds were -1.6 and -5 .0 ms一 1 in the 1.5 and 3.5 mb pressure 

waves respectively. The parcel in the 1.5 mb wave had a residence time of 84 min, and 

reached a speed of 7.4 m 戸 upon exiting the wave. The parcel in the 3.5 mb wave had 

a residence time of only 41 min, and reached a speed of only 5.4 ms一 1 . Therefore, it can 

be concluded that the slower movement of the pressure wave allowed for a highe「 parcel

residence time in a region favorable for an eastward acceleration. The higher residence 

time allowed stronger west winds in this wave, despite the much lower pressure amplitude. 

Trends 4 and 5 state that maximum easterlies (westerlies) are found ahead of the wake 

low {mesohigh) rather than right near the pressure centers. At first glance this result may 

seem somewhat surprising. Normally, one would expect to see the strongest winds right 

near the low center. This is not the case, however, because the pressure wave is amplifying 

with time. Two air parcels in the {19.3 ms一 1) wave were started at the mesohigh , one at 

t = 20 min, and the other at t = 30 min. The first parcel reached the wake low after 70 

min, or at t = 90 min, with a speed of -9.7 m s一 1 . At this time, the second parcel was 

located 17.4 km ahead of the wake low and had a speed of -10.7 ms一 1 . It later reached a 

maximum speed of 11.2 ms一 1 once within 2 km of the wake low. The second parcel was 

able to attain a higher speed than the first , even though it was located well to the east 
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Figure 4.5: Model p函sure perturbation and u-component for a p函sure wave with a 
maximum amplitude = 1.5 mb and phase speed= 12.6 ms一 1 . · Model time t = 120 min. 
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MODEL PRESSURE AND U-COMPONENT t=120min 
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Figure 4.6: Same as Fig. 4.5, except for a pressure wave with a maximum amplitude of 
3.5 mb and phase speed = 19.3 m s一 1 ·
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of the wake low. This was possible because the pressure wave had amplified by the time 

the second parcel entered the region between the mesohigh and wake low. The stronger 

pressure gradient created by this amplification allowed for a more rapid acceleration of 

the air parcel to the west .5 Figure 4.7 displays the pressure and wind field for this wave 

at t = 90 min . The maximum wind from the east is 10.8 ms一 1 and is located 12.5 km 

ahead of the wake low. 

Trends 4 and 5 also indicate that the location of maximum easterlies (westerlies) shift 

closer to the wake low (mesohigh) as the phase speed of the pressure wave increases. The 

reason for this is not obvious. However, this shift is probably related to the higher speed 

of the wave, rather than the higher amplitude. 

The model results show that the convergenc~ (divergence) maximum is located farther 

to the rear of the wake low (mesohigh) as the phase speed of the pressure wave increases 

(trend 6) . This observation is easily explained. An air parcel, whose original location is 

ahead of the mesohigh, will experience an eastward acceleration . However, the pressure 

wave is moving to the east faster than the air parcel, so effectively the air parcel is moving 

to the west relative to the pressure wave. Eventually, the parcel will cross the center of the 

mesohigh, even though it is moving towards the east (i.e. a west wind), and be located in 

a region where 飪 is positive. At this point, the parcel will slow down, reverse its direction , 

and head towards the west. This p「ocedure takes time, during which the mesohigh has 

moved downstream. This explains the westerly winds to the rear of the mesohigh. The 

distance that these west winds extend behind the mesohigh is related to the mesohigh's 

phase speed. If the mesohigh is moving rapidly, it will have moved a considerable distance 

before the air parcel reverses its direction . Therefore, the distance, that west winds extend 

to the rear of the mesohigh, is proportional to the high 's phase speed. The above scenario 

is true for the east winds extending to the rear of the w吐e low, except that the distance 

is increased because parcels passing through the center of the wake low are moving in the 

opposite direction of pressure wave motion. 

~The same argument presented here applies to the maximum westerly winds a.head of the mesohigh. 
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Figure 4.7: Same as Fig. 4.6, except for t = 90 min . 
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One final point, which was mentioned in section 4.1, deserves some attention. It was 

stated that , after t = 120 min, the maximum westerlies ahead of the mesohigh exceeded 

the maximum easterlies ahead of the wake low. Figure 4.8 is a plot of pressure and 

u-component at t = 150 min for the 16.3 ms一 1 pressure wave. At this time, maximum 

westerlies of nearly 15 ms一 1 are occurring ahead of the mesohigh . The maximum easterlies 

ahead of the wake low are only 12 m s一 1 . The build up of the westerly winds, beyond 

the strength of the easterly winds, can, once again, be explained by parcel trajectories . 

Two air parcels were followed through the 16.3 m 戸 wave beginning at t = 10 min. The 

first parcel began at the leading edge of the pressure wave {50 km ahead of the mesohigh 

center), and the second at the center of the mesohigh . At model offset time (t = 150 

min), the first parcel had attained a speed of 13.5 ms一 1 at a location 11 km ahead of the 

mesohigh. Therefore, in 80 min, the parcel was displaced (the word displaced is preferred 

rather than moved since the pressure wave is moving as well) only 39 km. The second 

parcel , on the other hand, had a speed of -12.6 m 戸（again negative implies motion 

from the east) at a location of 5 km ahead of the wake low. Therefore, this parcel was 

displaced 95 km in the same amount of time, and was about to exit the region favorable 

for a westward acceleration (i.e. the parcel would soon decelerate) . This explains why the 

maximum westerlies eventually exceed the maximum easterlies. P訌cels located ahead of 

the mesohigh are moving in the same direction as the pressure wave. This allows these 

parcels to remain in a region favorable for continued acceleration longer than those located 

to the rear of the mesohigh . The latter are moving in the opposite direction of the wave, 

and therefore spend less time in a region favorable for acceleration. This effect is not 

noticed until late in the m函el run because the pressure gradient , ahead of the mesohigh , 

has to be sufficiently strong to allow parcels to gain enough momentum to remain ahead 

of the high center. It appears that the maximum westerly wind is limited by the phase 

speed of the pressure wave. As the speed of an air p訌cel begins to exceed the phase speed 

of the pressure wave, the parcel will eventually outrun the wave. The parcel will then 

encounter the flat pressure gradient ahead of the mesohigh, and decelerate. This type of 

parcel movement might explain the surging motion of many gust fronts. 
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Figure 4.8: Model p這ure and u-component for a p這血re wave with 己 maximum am
plitude of 2.5 mb and a phase speed of 16.3 m s一1 . Model time t = 150 min. 



Chapter 5 

DATA SET AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

5.1 PRE-STORM 

The 0 -K PRE-STORM (Oklahoma-Kansas Preliminary Regional Experiment for 

STORM CENTRAL) project was conducted in May and June of 1985 to study the devel

opment, evolution , and structure of MCS's that frequently affect the Great Plains during 

the summer. A den臨 network of ground-based automated stations approximately 50 km 

apart was used to study the surface features associated with these systems. The northern 

part of the mesonetwork consisted of 40 NCAR6 PAM (Portable Automated Mesonet

work) stations, while the 吣uthern half consisted of 42 NSSL7 SAM (Surface Automated 

Mesonetwork) stations. Two additional PAM stations were collocated with two of the 

SAM stations for the purpose of comparison. Both the PAM and SAM stations collected 

data every 5 min . In addition, there was extensive radar and upper-air coverage over the 

two state area. Figure 5.1 displays the location of the me叩network, radar, rawindsonde , 

and profiler sites , whil~ Fig. 5.2 shows the surface mesonetwork in greater detail including 

the identifier for each site. 

5 .2 Treatment of the surface data 

5.2 .1 Pressure reduction 

Since large errors can occur when reducing pre蕊ure to sea level, pressures at the 

PAM/ SAM stations were reduced to 518 m (after Johnson and Hamilton , 1988), which 

6NCAR: National Center for Atmospheric Research 

7NSSL: National Severe Storms Laboratory 
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is the average height of the PAM stations. To obtain the reduced pressure the following 

equation was used: 

Ps1sm = Pataexp[~] , (5 .1) 

where P,ta and z,ta are the station's pressure and elevation in meters respectively. Gravity 

g = 9.8 ms一2 and the gas constant for dry air Rd = 287 J kg一 1 K一 1 . T11 , the mean vir

tual temperature, is approximated by the surface virtual temperature. Once the reduced 

pressure was calculated at each station, corrections were applied to remove the diurnal 

and semi-diurnal pressure tides (see Stumpf, 1988), as well as the measurement biases of 

individual stations. 

5.2.2 Treatment of the wind field 

Isochrones of the squall line gust front show a movement from approximately 310° 

at 16 ms一 1 (this applies for the southern two-thirds of the gust front . The gust front 

moved somewhat more slowly in Kansas) . This analysis is displayed in Fig. 5.3. The 

wind velocity at a station was translated int.o a wind component perpendicular to the 

convective line by the following equation: 

UJ. = u,taCos(310° - DI R,ta) , {5.2) 

where U•ta and DIR.ta are the station 's wind speed and direction respectively. 

5.3 Obj氐tive analy血 procedure

The reduced pressure and perpendicular component at each station was objectively 

analyzed using the Barnes 紀heme (Barnes, 1964). A 4.5° x 4.5° grid centered on 36.75° N 

and 98.25°W was used with a grid spacing of 20 km. Once these fields were objectively 

analyzed , true u and v components were calculated from u.L at each gridpoint, after which 

the horizontal divergence(佶 + 箭)was computed. 
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Hamilton , 1988). 



Chapter 6 

OBSERVATIONS OF THE 10-11 JUNE MCS 

The MCS of 10-11 June , 1985 was the most intense and widely studied convective 

system in PRE-STORM. Johnson and Hamilton {1988) discussed in detail the life cycle 

of this MCS as it moved southeast at from western Kansas late on the 10th, to south

central Oklahoma early on the 11th. Smull and Houze {1987) studied the structure of 

this MCS using single Doppler data, while Rutledge et al. {1988) studied this MCS using 

single Doppler data, as well as, conventional radar and satellite imagery. Finally, Zhang 

et al. {1989) numerically simulated this MCS using a nested-grid model. 

In this chapter, attention is focused on the surface mesoscale pressure fields {hereafter 

referred to as MPF's) associated with this MCS, and the wind's response to these features. 

Of particu垣 interest is the time period from 0100-0400 UTC on the 11th, during which 

the MCS , as well as the mesoscale pressure fields, reached thei「 peak intensity. Model 

results will be compared to the observed wind field in the next chapter. 

6.1 Mesoscale pressure fields 

Figures 6.1-6.4 display surface pressure , reduced to 518 m, in one hour intervals from 

0100 to 0400 (all times are UTC unless otherwise noted) on the 11th. Figure 6.1 clearly 

displays a strong mesohigh located over southwest Kansas at 0100. The maximum sur

face pressure in the high was 954 mb. Ahead of the mesohigh, was a p「e-squall mesolow. 

Notice that a weak area of low pressure (denoted by the 949 mb contour) w囧 beginning

to develop to the rear of the mesohigh. By 0200 (actually as early as 0130) (Fig. 6.2) , 

this feature became the wake low as a closed low pressure circulation developed northwest 

of the mesohigh. The sequence of events where the wake low formed well after the ap

pearance of the mesohigh , is consistent with the findings of Johnson and Hamilton (1988) . 
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F igure 6.1 : Objectively analyzed pressure (mb) , reduced to 518 m, at t = 0100 UTC on 

the 11th. 
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PAESSURE(MB) AT 518 ME7E~S 020oz 

Figure 6.2: Same as Fig. 6.1, except for 0200 UTC. 
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Figure 6.2 also indicates that the mesohigh moved southeast and weakened slightly as 

maximum pressures decre邸ed to 953 mb. Figure 6.3 shows that, by 0300, which is when 

the MCS reached its peak intensity, the wake low w邸 very extensive with a major axis of 

approximately 200 km. Johnson and Hamilton (1988) point out that between 0100-0300, 

the stratiform region intensified and became more widespread. This may account for the 

rapid development and increased areal coverage of the wake low during this period. By 

0300, the maximum pressure in the mesohigh had increased to 954 mb as it continued its 

southward trek into north-cent這 Oklahoma. Finally, by 0400 (fig . 6.4) , the mesohigh, 

now well into Oklahoma, had shown a slight intensification as the maximum central pres

sure had risen to 955 mb. The wake low had diminished somewhat , both in areal coverage 

and intensity, as it drifted eastw迅．

Figure 6.5 summarizes the track of the mesohigh and wake low during the t ime 

period of interest . The mesohigh moved southeast with the leading convective line from 

southwest Kansas at 0100 to south-central Oklahoma by 0400. The wake low, on the other 

hand , moved in a more east-southeast direction. This indicates that these two features 

moved independently. The movement of the mesohigh is dictated by the movement of 

the convective line, while the movement of the wake low is most likely controlled by the 

interaction of the rear-inflow jet with the stratiform rain area. 

6.2 Wind flow and divergence patterns associated with the mesoscale pres
gure aeldg 

Figures 6.fr6 .9 display the wind flow and divergence patterns associated with the 

MPF 's discussed in the previous section. Each figure has 3 parts: (a) is, once again , the 

pressure reduced to 518 m, (b) is the wind component normal to the convective line, and 

(c) is the divergence field multiplied by 10•. 

To begin with , at 0100 (Fig. 6.6), maximum positive normal wind components (here

after referred to as maximum positive components) of approximately 10 ms一 1 were found 

just south of the mesohigh center. Poeitive components extended to back edge of the 

mesohigh axis, indicating that the instantaneous airflow was directed forward through 

this pressure field . A small area of negative components was located well to the rear of 
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PRESSURE(MB) AT 519 

Figure 6.3: Same as Fig. 6.1, except for 0300 UTC . 
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Figure 6.4: Same as Fig. 6.1, except for 0400 UTC . 
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Figure 6.5: Tracks of mesohigh and w吐e low from 0100-0400 UTC on the 11th. Innermost 
closed isobars are drawn and labeled as departures from 950 mb (modified from Johnson 
and Hamilton, 1988) . 
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the mesohigh in association with the developing wake low. The divergence field shows 

that the maximum divergence was occurring several km to the rear of the mesohigh axis. 

Strong convergence began just ahead of the mesohigh and extended approximately 100 

km downstream. This region of convergence was associated with the thunderstorm gust 

front emanating from the mesohigh. Finally, an area of weak convergence was located 

near the developing wake low. 

Figure 6.7 shows that, at 0200, a similar pattern in both the wind and divergence 

fields existed. Maximum positive components of about 8 m s一 1 were found just ahead 

of the mesohigh, particularly to the northe邸t along the ridge axis extending into south

central Kansas. The lower wind maximum may be due to the slight weakening of the 

mesohigh during this time period. Again , the positive componen乜 to the rear of the 

mesohigh reflect a forward air flow through this feature . By this time, the wake low had 

become fully developed and maximum negative componen乜 were occurring just east of 

the low center. Negative components extend to the b缸k edge of the wake low suggesting 

that the instantaneous airflow was directed rearward through this pressure feature . The 

divergence field associated with the mesohigh is also similar to that in Fig. 6.6, except 

that the magnitude of maximum divergence and convergence decreased slightly, which 

can be attributed to the lighter winds associated with the weaker mesohigh. At this time , 

皿 area of convergence w罈 located at the rear of the wake low. The magnitude of this 

convergence was about one-half the magnitude of th吐 occurring ahead of the mesohigh 

along the gust front . 

At 0300 (Fig. 6.8), the mesohigh had strengthened slightly to a maximum central 

pressure of 954 mb. The wind field responded with maximum positive components reaching 

13 .4m戸 just ahead of the high center. A secondary maximum of 8.2 ms一 1 was occurring 

northe邱 of the mesohigh ahead of the weak pressure ridge . As in the previous time 

periods, positive wind components extended to the rear of the mesohigh. The negative 

components just ahead of the wake low increased to 7.3 ms一 1 as the wake low reached its 

maximum areal extent. Negative components again extended to the back edge of the wake 

low. The divergence to the rear, and the convergence ahead, of the mesohigh increased 
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slightly in magnitude by 0300. Although the convergence to the rear of the wake low 

increased in areal coverage by 0300, maximum convergence values essentially remained 

constant . 

Finally, by 0400 (Fig. 6.9), three distinct centers of maximum positive components 

were located just ahead of the mesohigh (which now had a central pressure of 955 mb) 

and the persistent pressure ridge extending northeast from the high center (denoted by 

the 952 mb contour). The maximum positive component had dropped to 10.6 m s-1. 

The negative components, associated with the wake low, decreased in areal coverage and 

magnitude by 0400, as the wake low began to weaken. The pressure gradient between 

the mesohigh and wake low w邸 weakening , 囧 the separation between these two features 

increased. The divergence field displays several divergence maxima to the rear of the 

mesohigh and ridge axis, although maximum values had decreased since 0300. The strong 

convergence a.long the gust front at 0300 w囧 still present at 0400, but was showing signs 

of weakening . The convergence to the rear of the wake low w囧 still relatively strong, and 

now had a magnitude similar to that occurring along the gust front . 

Table 6.1 summarizes the discussion of this section. The upper portion of the table 

lists the amplitude (refer to section 3.2.1 and fig . 3.1 to see how this value was determined), 

the maximum positive and negative wind components, the maximum divergence , and the 

maximum convergence associated with the pressure wave from 0100-0400 on the 11th. The 

amplitude of the pressure wave ranged from 2.5-3 .5 mb, the maximum positive component 

from 8.1-13.4 ms一 1, the maximum negative component from 4.4-7.3 ms一 1, the maximum 

divergence 1.9-2.5 x 10-4 s一 1, and the maximum convergence from 2.3-3.3 x 10-4 s-1 . 

The maximum values of all of these parameters occurred at 0300 when the MCS was most 

intense. 

The bottom portion of table 6.1 displays the separation or phase s磾 between the 

pressure and wind fields, as well as , the pressure and divergence fields for this particu

lar mesoscale pressure wave. To determine the phase shift the following procedure was 

followed : 

• A straight line oriented from 040° to 220° (which was the approximate orientation 

of the convective line) was drawn through the center of the pressure fields . 
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Table 6.1: Observations of 11 June 1985, 

TIME PRESSURE 1心 l?OSITIVE I MAX NEGATIVE! MAX OIVG . MAX CONV . 
(UTC) 磾LITUDE I COMPONENT I COMPONENT I 會 10000 *10 000 

(mb) I (m/s) I (m/s) I (1/s) (1/ s) 

0100 2 . 50 10 . 09 4 . 40 2 . 20 2 . 90 

0200 2.50 8 . 10 5 . 50 1. 90 2 . 50 

0300 3.50 13 . 40 7.3 0 2 . 50 3 . 30 

0400 3 . 00 10 . 60 7 . 10 l. 90 2 . 30 

SEPARATION(km) OF THE FOLLOWING: 

TIME I PRESSURE DIV . I PRESSURE CONV . I PRESS MAX I PRESS MAX 
(UTC) I vs. I vs . I vs . 丨 vs. 

I MAX MAX I MIN MAX I MAX POSITIVE I MIN NEGATIVE 
I 丨 I COMP . I COMP . 

0100 +34 . 90 一 5 . 00

3 2O O +29.90 +45 . 00 0 . 00 一 10.50

0300 +28.47 +28 . 50 一 12.60 -9.80 

0400 +31. 90 +27 .10 一25.90 一 11.20

AVG . +31. 30 +33 .50 一 10 . 90 一 1 0.50
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• Next, the field of comparison (i.e. the wind and divergence fields) was placed over 

the pressure field . 

• A perpendicular line was then drawn from the maximum in t he field of comparison 

to the 040° to 220° line intersecting the pressure field . 

• The horizontal distance represented by this line was found by breaking the line into 

its x and y components which correspond to a longitudinal (~Ion) and latitudinal 

(~tat) distance in degrees, where a degree of latitude = 111.1 km, while a degree of 

longitude= 89 km (which is the longitudinal spacing at 36.75° N , the center latitude 

of the objective analysis grid) . 

The separation S was found by using the following equation: 

S = (~lon2 + ~I記）， ． (6 .1) 

Table 6.1 indicates that the maximum divergence was an average distance of 31.3 km 

to the rear of the mesohigh, the maximum convergence 33.5 km to the rear of the wake 

low, the maximum positive component 10.9 km ahead of the mesohigh, and the maximum 

negative component 10.5 km 吐ead of the wake low. The only phase relationship that 

exhibited great variability was the location of the maximum positive component relative 

to the mesohigh. Referring back to figs . 6.1-6.7, the pressure field, associated with the 

mesohigh , had a wide variety of shapes from nearly spherical at 0100 and 0300, to a high 

eccentricity ellipse at 0400. The rapidly changing pressure field may have prevented the 

development of a steady-state separation. These observed phase shifts will be compared 

to the model phase shifts in the next chapter. 

6 .3 Time series of pressure and wind direction at station P AM27 

Another way to determine the characteristics of this mesoscale pressure wave is to 

construct a time series of pressure at a st ation that experienced the passage of both the 

mesohigh and wake low. For this case, one such station was PAM27 (labeled as P27 in fig. 

5.2). Figure 6.10 displays a four hour time series of pressure and wind direction at P27. 
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During this time, the station experienced the passage of the mesohigh and wake low. This 

figure was constructed using the 5 min averages of station pressure and wind direction 

「ecorded at P27. 

At about 0040, the pressure at P27 began to rise very rapidly as the mesohigh began 

to surge through. During the next 25 min a pressure r迫 of7 mbw珥 reported. Moreover, 

a pressure rise of 2.5 mb in 5 min occurred between 0050 and 0055. This rapid pressure rise 

was referred to as a preaaure jump by Tepper (1950) and preaaure surge by Fujita (1955) . 

After the mesohigh passage, the pressure dropped off rapidly to a level slightly above 

those recorded prior to its passage, until about 0230. After this time, the pressure began 

to rise just ahead of the wake low. Beginning at 0250, a sharp pressure drop occurred at 

the station as the wake 這 moved into the area. The pressure fell 3.5 mb between 0250 

and 0305, and 1.5 mb in 5 min between 0255 and 0300. The wake low center passed the 

station at 0305, and was followed by a sharp pressure rise. 

An examination of the wind's response to these MP F's shows that the flow was highly 

ageostrophic. For example, the wind direction at P27 veered from e珥t- southe邱 to north

northwest as the mesohigh approached the station. This is to be expected since the wind 

normally veers as a high pressure builds into a region from the northwest . However, as 

the high moved to the southe邱 of P27, the wind did not back to the southwest. In fact , 

the wind continued to veer until 0200, which was 55 min after the center of the mesohigh 

passed this location. Between 0200 and 0205, the wind direction switched rapidly to 

south-southeast, where it generally remained until the wake low approached. Just prior 

to the wake low's passage, the wind shifted to the southe邸t . Once the low passed the 

station at 0305, the wind veered to southerly by 0330. Normally, when a surface low, 

that is in geostrophic balance, passes a particular location, the wind flow has a northerly 

component. This w珥 not the case with this wake low , as the winds never veered to the 

north of west. In summary, the north winds to the re訌 of the mesohigh, and the south 

winds to the rear of the wake low indicate (as did the previous section) that air is flowing 

through these systems. 



Chapter T 

A C01\1P ARIS ON OF THE MODEL RESULTS WITH THE 

OBSERVATIONS 

This chapter compares model results with the observations from the 10-11 June MCS . 

In this comparison, model results for the 2.5 mb wave are used, because the phase speed 

and amplitude of this wave are approximately equal to that observed with the MCS. Since 

the model did not use the actual surface data from t his case, identical results are not 

expected. Although some quantitative comparisons are presented , most of the discussion 

is qualitative in nature. The model's ability to represent the general flow pattern associated 

with these MPF 's is the most important consideration. 

7.1 Comparison of wind and divergence fields 

Table 7.1 displays the maxima in the model derived wind and divergence fields, as 

well as the fields observed with the MPF's associated with the 10-11 June MCS. The 

observations show that the maximum negative components, associated with the wake low, 

increased from 4.4 m 尸 at 0100 (when the wake low was just developing) , to 7.3 ms一 1

by 0300 (when the wake low was greatest tn areal extent). The model results, for the wake 

low, show the same trend , but with a greater increase. Maximum easterlies (which are 

analogous to the maximum negative components) increase from 1.5 ms一 1 at t= 30 min 

to 11.5 ms一 1 at t =120 min . Since the station spacing in the PAM network is roughly 

50 km, it is possible that wind speeds close to those predicted by the model may have 

occurred between reporting stations. The maximum convergence from the observations , 

during the time period of interest , was located ahead of the mesohigh along the gust front . 

Figures 6.6- 6.9 indicate that the maximum convergence to the rear of the wake low was 

initially .8 x 10- 4 s一 1 at 0100. After this time , th e maximum convergence remained 
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Table 7.1: Upper portion display_s the maxima in the model derived wind and divergence 
fields for the 2.5 mb pressure wave at t = 30, 60, 90, and 20 min . The lower portion 
displays the maxima in the observed wind and divergence fields in one hour intervals from 

0100-0400 UTC on the 11th. 

TIME I PRESSURE IMAX WES ·「ERLY MAX EASTERLY MAX DIVG. MAX CONV . 
(MIN) I AMPLITUDE I COMPONENT COMPONENT *10000 *10000 

I (mb) I (m/s) (m/s) (1/s) (1/s) 

3 0 . 62 1. 3 1.5 . 47 .73 

60 l. 25 4 . 4 5 . 2 1. 52 1. 91 

90 l. 87 7 . 2 8 . 9 2 . 47 4 .7 6 

120 2 . 50 10 . 9 11.5 3.18 5 . 76 

TIME PRESSURE IMAX POSITIVEIMAX NEGATIVE ! MAX DIVG . MAX CONV. 
(UTC) 磾LITUDE l COMPONENT I COMPONENT I *10000 *10000 

(mb) l (m/s) I (m/s) I (1/sl (1/sl 

0100 2 . 50 10 . 09 4.40 2 . 20 2.90 

0200 2.50 8.10 5 . 50 1. 90 2.50 

0300 3 . 50 13 . 40 7.30 2 . 50 3 . 30 

0400 3 . 00 10. 60 7 . 10 1. 90 2 . 30 
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between 1 and 2 x 10-• s一 1. Convergence to the rear of the wake low, in the model, was 

initially . 73 x 10-• s一 1 at t=30 min . By t = 60 min, the maximum convergence to the 

rear of the wake low w罈 approximately equivalent to the maximum observed convergence. 

After t = 60 min, the maximum convergence in the model increased well beyond what was 

observed. By t = 120 min, the maximum convergence was 5. 76 x 10-• 戸． Despite the 

large discrepancy in values of maximum convergence, the model results are still believable. 

In fact, one should expect the convergence to the rear of the wake low to increase as the 

low intensifies. The central pressure in the observed wake low remained nearly constant 

after 0130, indicating that this feature was not intensifying. This may explain why the 

convergence to the rear of this feature did not increase significantly with time. 

Since the mesohigh was well developed by 0100, model results at t = 120 min were 

used to compare with observations since, at this time, the model pressure wave reached 

its maximum amplitude . Maximum observed positive components ranged from 8.1 ms一 1

at 0200, to 13.4 m 尸 at 0300. These values agree quite well with the model's maximum 

westerly component (which is analogous to the maximum positive component) of 11.5 m 

s一 1 . The maximum divergence to the rear of the mesohigh, was the same magnitude as 

the maximum observed divergence, but slightly larger. The maximum divergence in the 

model reached 3.18 x 10-• 尸 at t = 120 min, while the maximum observed divergence 

was 2.5 x 10-• s一 1 at 0300. This difference is not significant, and the observed divergence 

may have been somewhat larger on a scale smaller than the horizontal resolution of 50 

km. 

7.2 A comparison of the phase shifts 

Table 7.2 displays the phase shifts for the observations and the model. The best 

correlation between model results and observations occurs when comparing the average 

separation between the wake low and the convergence maximum to the rear. The model 

has an average separation of 30 km, while the observations show a 33.5 km average sepa

ration. As far as the remaining phase shifts are concerned, the differences are somewhat 

greater. However, the model accurately depicts the general flow pattern associated with 

the MPFs. Both the model and the observations show the following features: 
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Table 7.2: The upper portion displays the phase shift, or separation, of the maximum 
u-component (positive and negative), divergence, and convergence relative to the mesohigh 
and wake low axes in the 2.5 mb pressure wave. The lower portion displays the observed 
phase shifts associated with the mesoscale pressure fields on June 11th. 

SZ2血7I0N(m)0, ，｀zFOL`JWXNG :

TIME I PRESSURE DIV. I PRESSURE CONV . I PRESSURE 牢ST平Il2RESSCRZ EASTERLY 

＂心:N) I vs. I vs . l vs . I vs . 
I U^x HAX l UZN `^X l HAX MAX I M MAX 

30 +lO . O +10 . 0 一27 . 5 一40 . 0

60 +17.5 +25 . 0 - 17.5 一27 . S

90 +25.0 +37 . S 一17 . 5 一20 . 0

120 +22.S +47 . 5 一17 . S 一17 . 5

AVG . +18 . 8 +30 . 0 一20 . 0 一26 . 3

TIME lPRESSURZ DIV. I PRESSURE CONV . I'瓩SS HAX IPRESS MAX 
(OTC) I vs. I vs . I vs . I vs. 

I MAX MAX I 血 MAX I MAX POSITIVEI MIN NZGATZVZ 
I I I COMP . I COMP . 

I 
0100 I +34.90 一5 . 00

I 
0200 l +29.90 +<45 . 00 0 . 00 一10 . SO

I 
0300 I +28.47 +28 . 50 一12 . 60 -9 . 80 

I 
0400 I +31.90 +27 . lO 一2S . 90 一11.20

AVG . I +31.30 +33 . 50 一10 . 90 一10 . 50
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• The maximum positive components are found ahead of the mesohigh. 

• The maximum negative components are located ahead of the wake low. 

• The maximum divergence occurs to the rear of the mesohigh 

• The maximum convergence, associated with the wake low (i.e. excluding the con

vergence along the gust front), occurs to the rear of the low center. 

In summary, agreement between model results and the observations for the 10-11 

June squall line case is qualitatively, and in some instances even quantitatively, very 

good. Disagreements can probably be attributed to the mo~el approximations and some 

observational limitations which are discussed in the next section. 

T.3 Model approximations and observational I沄出ations

In this section several model approximations and some observational limitations are 

discussed, which are the likely cause of some of the deviations between the model results 

and observations. 

1 .3.1 Model approximations 

The major model approximations pertain to the treatment of the pressure field . These 

approximations are listed below: 

1. The model pressure wave was only an approximation to the observed pressure field . 

The model pressure wave was sinusoidal, whereas the observed pressure wave (refer 

to Figs. 3.1-3.4) had much more structure than a simple sine wave. 

2. Since the model pressure wave was sinusoidal, the strength, or amplitude, of the 

mesohigh and wake low were identical throughout the model run. This was not the 

case with the observations. The wake low developed well after the formation of the 

mesohigh . 

3. In the model, the mesohigh and wake low moved at the same speed. The speed 

was determined by density current arguments which dictate the movement of the 
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rnesohigh. In reality, the mesohigh moves as a density current, but the movement 

of the wake low is likely controlled by the interaction of the rear inflow jet with 

the stratiforrn rain area. This is shown in the observations. The mesohigh moved 

steadily southeast with the convective line, while the wake low moved more slowly to 

the east-southeast . The separation between these two features increased with time 

(refer to Fig. 6.5). 

4. Finally, the model pressure wave amplified with every time step. The observations 

show no such trend . In fact, these features underwent periods of strengthening and 

weakening during the time period of interest . 

Other approximations, not related to the pressure field , include: 

1. The neglect of the Coriolis force . The timescale for this force (j) varies with latitude. 

At 30° the timescale is 3.8 hrs, and at 45° the timescale is 2.7 hrs . Since the model 

was run to only 2.5 hrs , only small errors, if any, may have occurred by neglecting 

this force . 

2. The surface friction term included a drag coefficient that was approximated under 

statically neutral conditions. In reality, the atmosphere is statically stable near the 

surface over most of the squall line domain. Therefore, the drag coefficient used in 

the model may have been too large. However, it will be shown in the next chapter 

that the model is not highly sensitive to surface friction , therefore the choice of drag 

coefficient was not extremely critical. 

T.3 .2 Observational limitations 

The observational limitations were 區 than the model limitations. Nonetheless, these 

limitations may have contributed to the deviations in the model derived wind field from 

the observed wind field . The following is a list of the observational limitations: 

1. The spatial resolution of the observations was 50 km. This was sufficient to resolve 

the basic characteristics of the mesoscale pressure fields , and the wind flow associated 

with them. However, maximum (and minimum in the case of pressure) values of 
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pressure, wind speed, convergence, and divergence may have been located between 

stations. Therefore, errors in the position and magnitude of these features might 

have occurred. 

2. Positional errors of these features would cause errors in the separation, or phase 

shift measurements discussed in section 6.2. With a 50 km spatial resolution, errors 

in separation might have been as large as 20 km. 

To quickly summarize, the limitations of the model and the observations prevented a 

detailed quantitative comparison. However, since the model pressure wave was basically 

the same as that observed, model results were qualitatively quite similar to the observa

tions. 



. . 

Chapter 8 

MODEL SENSITIVITY TO FRICTION 

In this chapter the importance of surface friction will be examined through a scale 

analysis of the momentum equation. The model's sensitivity to the surface friction term 

will also be discussed . Finally, the role of momentum transport into the boundary layer 

from above is considered. 

8.1 Scale analysis of the momentum equation with surface friction 

To assess the relative importance of the surface friction term (hereafter referred to as 

friction term or friction)_, a scale analysis of the momentum equation is useful. Rewriting 

{2.3) with the friction term approximated by the first term on the RHS of (3.7), and 

1/ p = a gives 

au __ au _ ap ~ I u I u 
瓦＝－U云－ O云－ CD可· (8.1) 

It is convenient to write (8 .1) in terms of scaling variables where u ~ U, x ~ L, p ~ p, 

a~a。 ' and t ~ T . Equation (8 .1) can now be written as: 

u u2 o _ u2 
= 

p 
7 _T -O。 L -CDH . (8 .2) 

Using the approximations that 留～ 10毛 t ~ 10-~, and a。 ~1, (8 .2) can be written: 8 

u - = -104u2 - 1O4p - 10一su2 .
T 

(8.3) 

'Since a centered in space finite difference is used L = 2~:i: = 10 km. 
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In the early stages of the model run U ~ 1 and f, ~ 10. This makes}侮 one. order 

of magnitude larger than u料 and two orders of magnitude larger than CDW- Thus the 

friction term is smaller than any other term on the RHS of (8 .1) . As t 一• 2 hrs., U ~ 10, 

and f, ~ 100 . 璘． 鈕
，缸

is now the same order of magnitude as u~ and both terms are one az 

order of magnitude larger than CD崩 In either case, the friction term, while small, is 

not negligible since it is only one order of magnitude smaller than the next smallest term 

in (8 .1) . It is also important to point out that the advection term (u倍） is only one order 

of magnitude smaller than the pressure gradient term(｝芸） during the early stages of the 

model run. As time progresses, the magnitude of these terms become equal. Therefore, 

based on this analysis, the neglect of the advection term by Garratt and Physick (1983) 

is questionable. 

8 .2 Model results with various magnitudes of the surface friction term 

In the previous section it was shown that the friction term is smaller than the other 

terms in the momentum equation, but still important. Therefore, the solution to (2 .3) 

will be different for different values of CD and H . Table 8.1 displays maximum positive 

and maximum negative u-components (MP and MN), as well as maximum divergence 

and maximum convergence (MD and MC) for a given CD and H . These values are the 

maximum values in the grid at t = 150 min. (which is the offset time in the model) for a 

200 km pressure wave with a maximum amplitude of 2.5 mb. 

To begin with, when CD is held constant at .005 and His increased from 500 to 1000 

m, MP increases 2-3 %, MN and MD 1-2 %, and MC 2-4 %, for every 100 m increase in 

H . When His held constant at 500 m and Cd is decreased from .005-.001, MP increases 

4-6 %, MN and MD 2- -3 %, and MC 5-27 %, for every .001 decrease in CD . 

It appears that convergence is most sensitive to changes in the magnitude of the 

friction term9 . In fact, when friction is eliminated MC is 101 % larger than MC when CD 

=.005 and H = 500 m , whereas MD is only 38 % larger, MP 30 %, and MN 13 %. The 

`「he locati ocation of maximum convergence may be located along the simulated gust front ahead of the 
mesohigh, rather than to the rear of the wake low, especially tow訌de model offset time. 
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Table 8.1: Comparison of the maxima in the wind and divergence fields for various magni
tudes of the friction term. Cd = the surface drag coefficient, and H = the boundary layer 
depth in meters. Values listed are valid at t = 150 min for a 2.5 mb amplitude pressure 
wave with a phase speed = 16.3 m s-1 . 

f"RICTION 丨吣，OSITIV卫 l 吣 NEGATIVE l `` 0IVE```O l `` cown卫GENCZ I 
丨 COMPO嶧NT(m/a) ICO國0嶧NT (m/s) I •10000 (l/s> I •10000 (l / sl I 

Cd • . 005 I 14.6 一 12 . 6 3 .53 S.97 
H • 500 m 

Cd•.005 l 15 . l -l2 . a 3 . 59 6 .20 
H • 600 111 

Cd• . 005 I lS. s -13 . 0 l.65 6 . 37 
a - 100 m 

Cd• . 005 I 15.8 一 13.2 3.69 6 . 50 
H • 800111 

Cd• . 005 l l 6. l 一 13.3 J . 73 6 . 6l 
H • 900 111 

Cd• . 005 I l 6 . < 一 13.4 」. 7 6 6. 75 
H • 1000 m I 

Cd• . 004 I 15.2 一 12. 9 」. 6l 6 . 24 
H 一 500 111 

Cd - . 0OJ l5., -ll.2 3.70 6 . 54 

H • 50O ` 
Cd • . 002 I 16.8 -13 . 5 3. 81 7.68 

H • 50O m 

Cd• . 001 I l 7. II 一 1J . 9 3. 94 9 . 78 
H • S00 m 

No 
「rict:ion u .o 一 14 . 」 a. 6` 12 . 0 1 
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very large increase in MC is due to an increasing gradient of u along the gust front as 

friction is reduced. The wind speed just ahead of the gust front is allowed to increase, but 

several km ahead of the gust front, where the pressure gradient is flat, the wind remains 

calm. 

8.3 The importance of momentum transport 

The second term on the RHS of eq. (3.7} refers to the momentum flux , （站可） ， at the 

top of the model layer. A first attempt was made to parameterize this term as a function 

of the vertical wind shear. Therefore, (ui可＝ －Km料， where Km= exchange coefficient 

for momentum. Pielke (1984) developed an expression to determine Km: 

洱2 aII | Km = 1.l(Ric - Ri)l 一; Ri $ Ric , 
Ric ' 

(8 .4) 

where Ri = gradient Richardson number, Ric= critical Richardson number= 0.25, and I 

= mixing length. In {8.4), I= 10 m if z (or Hin this case)~ 200m. If Ri ~ Ric, Km. = 0 

and there is no momentum transport. 

The gradient Richardson number is essentially buoyant production of turbulent kinetic 

energy (TKE) divided by shear production of TKE and can be written as follows: 

年

Ri =..L-Ji_ 
。t/。（許） 2 '

(8 .5) 

where(Ju = virtual potential temperature, and(JU。 =surface virtual potential temperature. 

茲If one assumes that ~ ~ a· 0 (which is a good assumption in a well mixed boundary layer) , 

革 80~ a· a· and (8 .5) can be written 

2 
Ri = 9 az 

。U。（研2a· 
(8.6) 

Dodge City Kansas (DOC) rawindsonde data at 0238Z on the 11th were used to 

calculate Ri (See Fig. 8.1 for a sounding plot). The convective line had just passed DOC. 

The surface temperature (T.。) = 290.35K, and the surface virtual temperature (T11J = 

292.4K. With this information 0。 and 8110 can be found using Poisson's equation. Since 
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Figure 8.1: A temperature (solid curve) and de~point (dashed curve) (°C) sounding for 

D~ge City Kansas (DOC) at 0238Z on the 11th. 
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the model used an H of 500 m when comparing model results with observations , the 

potential temperature at 500 m at DOC was used to get a value of 料 ． A value of 併

within the first 500 m of the surface = .004户 was taken from Fig. 4.2 of Gallus (1989) . 

Using these values for the variables in (7.6), Ri = 28.61. Therefore, the use of (8.4) with 

observed mean shears leads to the conclusion that Km = 0, which means that there is no 

momentum transport. 

The above analysis, however, is probably not app「opriate in the region of the convec

tive line where convective scale updrafts/ downdrafts are occurring. For this reason, the 

示momentum transport term, N, was applied to the first}~ of the pressure wave (which is 

示analogous to the region of the convective line) . The value for u'w'was taken from LeMone 

et al. (1984) . They used a 苾d = -.768 m2 戶 for MCSs moving at 11- 14 ms一 1, which 

7 - 7 is close to the speed of the MCS being studied here. In the model , u'w'was set to O at t 

= 0, and increased linearly to LeMone et al. 's value of momentum transport at t = 2 hrs . 

Figure 8.2a displays model pressure and u-component , while fig . 8.2b is a plot of 

model pressure and divergence for the case where momentum transport is included . Both 

are at t= 120 min for a model run with a pressure wave whose maximum amplitude 

is 2.5 mb and phase speed = 16.3 m s一 1 . These conditions are identical to a model 

run discussed in chapter 4. (see fig . 4.4 for results of this run at t = 120 min without 

momentum transport) , except that momentum transport , at the model layer top , was 

included in the momentum equation in the manner described above. The addition of 

. momentum transport p「oduced changes in the wind field near the mesohigh. Since u'w'is 

negative, momentum transport caused an increase in westerly winds at the surface. This 

is reflected by a maximum u-component = 14.9 ms一 1 , when momentum transport was 

included, 邸 opposed to a maximum u-component = 10.9 ms一 1 when it w邸 not. As a 

result , convergence ahead of the mesohigh incre邳ed from 4.33 to 6.30 x 10-• 戸 ． Also ,

divergence to the rear of the mesohigh increased from 3.18 to 3.92 x 10一 " s 一 1 since air 

ahead of the mesohigh axis is accelerated, while air to the rear is not . 

A far 邸 ph邸e relationships are concerned , when momentum transport was included, 

the maximum u-component was located 5 km ahead (i .e. in the positive x-direction) of 
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where it was found when momentum transport was not considered. This caused the 

location of maximum convergence to shift 5 km ahead 囧 well . The maximum divergence 

was shifted 15 km ahead and was within 7.5 km the mesohigh axis. 

In summary. momentum transport by convective scale updrafts and downdrafts may 

serve to enhance the westerly Bow and convergence along the gust front . However, behind 

the convective line this effect is minimized due to the high stability of the rain-cooled air . 



Chapter 9 

SUMMARY 

This study used a simple one-dimensional slab model to simulate the wind 's response 

to transient mesoscale pressure fields that often accompany midlatitude squall lines. The 

model solves the finite difference approximation to a form of the momentum equation 

which includes the pressure gradient force, advection and the frictional force. A coordinate 

system was adopted such that u was the line-normal component relative to the pressure 

fields . The line-parallel component was considered small in comparison, and was therefore 

neglected. This modeling approach w珥 similar to that applied by Garratt and Physiclc 

(1983) . The pressure field in the model was comprised of a sinusoidal pressure wave 

propagating at a constant phase speed through a 恥 environmental pre譴ure gradient. 

The phase speed of the wave was determined under the assumption that it moved as a 

density current . Thus, the phase speed of the wave was proportional to the square root 

of its amplitude (Seitter, 1986) . This pressure wave is analogous to a mesohigh and a 

wake low that have the same amplitude and phase speed. The amplitude of the pre認ure

wave was initially zero, but then increased linearly with every timestep until the wave's 

maximum amplitude w邸「eached at t = 120 min. The gradual build up 。f the pressure 

amplitude prevented the occurrence of instabalities in the wind field. 

Model results agree quite well with the schematic displayed in Fig. 1.3 (Johnson 

and Hamilton, 1988) . In the simulated wind field, the instantaneous airflow was directed 

forward through the mesohigh and rearward through the wake low. An axis of divergence 

was located to the rear of the mesohigh, with convergence occurring ahead of the mesohigh 

along the gust front , and at the back edge of the wake low. The model was run using pres

sure waves with various maximum amplitudes (hence various phase speeds) . Regardless 
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of the wave's maximum amplitude, the wind field was similar to that depicted in Fig. 1.3. 

However, 珥 the maximum amplitude (and phase speed) of the p「essure wave increased 

several trends in the wind field were discovered. 

First, as the maximum amplitude of the pressure wave increased , the maximum 

u-components (both positive and negative) increased. This makes physical sense since 

stronger pressure gradients accompany the higher amplitude wave. Wind speeds were 

not as high as expected because the higher amplitude pressure wave moved more quickly 

than its slower counterparts. Therefore, air parcels spent less time in a pressure gradient 

favorable for continued acceleration. It was shown that the stronger wind speeds , that 

occur with a higher amplitude wave, produce locally stronger wind speed gradients than 

those occurring with lower amplitude waves. The stronger wind speed gradients produced 

higher values of convergence and divergence. The only exception to this trend occurred 

at the rear of a 1.5 mb amplitude wake low. The convergence at the back edge of this low 

was stronger than that occurring with a 2.5 or 3.5 mb wake low. This is an important 

finding since the magnitude of convergence, to the rear of the wake low, may not be pro

portional to the low 's strength. Air parcels had a higher residence time at the back edge 

of this low, than in the other two waves. Thus, wind speeds at the back edge of the low 

eventually exceeded those located at the back edge of the other wake lows, despite the 

weaker pressure gradient . The stronger wind speeds caused stronger convergence to the 

rear of this lower amplitude wake low. 

Model results also indicate that the strongest positive and negative 心 components

(west and east winds) occur several km ahead of the mesohigh and wake low respectively, 

rather than right near the center of these features . This too was explained by air par

cel trajectories. Individual air parcels reached their maximum speed within 1-3 km of 

the p「essure centers. However, a second parcel, that entered the wave at a later time, 

experienced a stronger pressure gradient since the model pressure wave amplified with 

time. Therefore, as the first parcel reached its maximum speed just ahead of the pressure 

center, the second parcel had already attained a higher speed than the first, despite being 

a considerable distance from the center of either the wake low or mesohigh. 
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Finally, model results indicated that as the phase speed of the wave increased , the 

maximum convergence and divergence occurred farther to the rear of the wake low and 

mesohigh centers respectively. Air parcel trajectories indicated that positive u-components 

extended farther to the rear of the mesohigh, while negative u-components extended far

ther to the rear of the wake low, as the phase speed of the pressure wave increased. This 

shifted the convergence and divergence centers further behind the wake low and mesohigh 

respectively. 

The model derived wind field was compared in a qualitative manner to observations 

of the wind field near the mesohigh and wake low associated with an intense squall line 

that moved through Kansas and Oklahoma on 10-11 June 1985. Model results compare 

well with the observations considering the the model approximations and observational 

limitations discussed in Section 7.3 . Both the model and the observations showed that 

the maximum positive components occurred ahead of the mesohigh , maximum negative 

components were found ahead of the wake low, maximum divergence occurred to the rear 

of the mesohigh , and maximum convergence was located to the rear of the wake low. 

A scale analysis of the momentum equation, as well as a sensitivity test , were con

ducted to assess the relative importance of the surface friction term. The scale analysis 

showed that the friction term was not small enough, relative ot the other terms in the 

momentum equation, to be neglected . The sensitivity test indicated that slightly differ

ent solutions occurred as the magnitude of the friction term was varied. The relative 

importance of momentum transport, from above the model layer, was also discussed . It 

appears that such transport is only important near the convective line, where thunder

storm updrafts and downdrafts are occurring. Behind the convective line, the air is much 

too stable, and the penetrative drafts too weak to promote significant transport. 

This study was one of the few that have investigated the surface airflow in in the 

vicinity of these surface pressure features . Future work may include the addition of the 

Coriolis force . This would allow for longer time integrations . Adding the y-dimension to 

the model would be useful in capturing the two-dimensional properties of these pressure 

fields . The development of a model that has vertical resolution could be used to determine 
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if significant vertical wind shear is to be expected with these pressure features. Finally, 

a model with vertical resolution and precipitation physics could be used to simulate the 

airflow at mid-levels in the stratiform region. It could then be determined if a mesolow 

develops and initiates a rear-inflow jet in this area. 
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